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PINOT GRIS

“This is complex and savory,    
a study in lees character,     

with scents of crushed 
saltines and quince. Lean and 

pure, with acidity that lasts, 
this delivers a lot of wine               

at the price.”
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SCORE SCORE

SCORE

FIRESTEED 2020 PINOT GRIS W
INE & SPIRITS  90PTS ACCOLADE + REVIEW

     6-UP SHELFTALKERS     
SIZE: FULL FLAT SIZE 3 1/4” (W

) X 4” (H)     SCORE/FOLD-OVER TAB 1/2”    LIVE ART M
AIN PANEL SIZE 3 1/4” (W

) X 3 1/2” (H) 


